For a directed graph G with vertex set V we call a subset C ⊆ V a k-(All-)Path Cover if C contains a node from any path consisting of k nodes. This paper considers the problem of constructing small k-Path Covers in the context of road networks with millions of nodes and edges. In many application scenarios the set C and its induced overlay graph constitute a very compact synopsis of G which is the basis for the currently fastest data structure for personalized shortest path queries, visually pleasing overlays of subsampled paths, and efficient reporting, retrieval and aggregation of associated data in spatial network databases. Apart from a theoretical investigation of the problem, we provide efficient algorithms that produce very small k-Path Covers for large real-world road networks (with a posteriori guarantees via instance-based lower bounds).
INTRODUCTION
The massive acquisition of geospatial data in the course of collaborative projects like OpenStreetMap (OSM) 1 or by companies like Google or TomTom has lead to a dramatic growth of data to be handled in Spatial Network Databases (SNDB). For example, the OSM 'world graph' at the beginning of 2007 contained less than 30 million nodes whereas in 2013 this number has grown to more than 2 billion nodes. A limit to this growth is nowhere to be seen due to the demand for a more and more accurate and detailed representation of our environment. SNDBs manage geographic entities located in an underlying road network supporting efficient data retrieval operations, in particular taking into account connectivity properties of the road network. Google/Bing/ Yahoo Maps are all incarnations of SNDBs. Let us first look at a few applications for SNDBs which can benefit from small k-Path Covers.
Application 1: Assume we have computed or decided on some (not necessarily shortest or quickest) route π for a weekend trip and are interested in shopping or refueling opportunities along the route. If we had a data structure D which can retrieve for any node v ∈ V in the network nearby points of interest like shopping malls or gas stations, we could query D with every node on π to get the desired answer. With π possibly consisting of hundreds or thousands of nodes, of course, it might be more efficient (but sufficiently accurate) to query D with only every k-th node on π (e.g., k = 10). Still, this requires having constructed D for all nodes of the network. An elegant solution approach is to identify a small subset C ⊆ V such that for any path consisting of k nodes at least one node is contained in C -and construct D for C only. Similarly, if the goal is to acquire statistics along paths (like the percentage of forest/desert coverage along routes throughout the USA), it is more efficient to aggregate that data at the nodes determined by C both in terms of space requirement as well as running time for a single query.
Application 2:
In another scenario, a web portal dealing with scenic hiking trips sends several suggested hiking routes to the clients for visualization in a browser. In particular in a zoomed out view, it would be a waste of bandwidth to transmit every single node of each route across the internet; subsampling the paths, e.g. every k-th node, is the preferred method. If routes overlap, though, the chosen subsampling for the routes should be consistent to avoid visual artefacts. Again, if we could determine a subsample C of V which guarantees that in any route at least every k-th node is present, a more pleasing visual appearance can be achieved when rendering an overlay of the subsampled routes, see Figure 1 .
Application 3: Next generation route planners allow for personalized route planning queries where each user has an individual profile depending on his personal preferences and driving styles. For example the typical driving speed varies (speeder or slow driver), people like to trade gas price against travel time, different vehicles exhibit different turn costs and so on. So a query might not only consist of source and destination but also of a set of parameters which determine under which metric the optimal path in the road network is to be computed. If we construct an overlay graph on a small subsample C of V where C hits any k-path in the road network, we have a metric-independent compressed graph at hand. For any kind of input parameters specified by a user, we can compute the respective edge costs in this s s t Figure 1 : Small hiking map. In the upper image the dashed red and green line indicate two hiking routes (s → t and s → t) simplified greedily using k = 6. While s → t is a subroute of s → t, the two simplified routes do not resemble each other at all. The circled nodes are a feasible global cover for k = 6, resulting in a nice simplification of the map presented in the lower image.
graph on demand and find the optimal path by a search in the overlay graph considerably faster than a search in the original graph.
We want to emphasize that for all these applications it is crucial that the path cover C hits any path consisting of k nodes, not only shortest or quickest paths under some fixed metric.
Related Work
Tao et al. in [12] considered the problem of computing a k-Shortest-Path Cover, that is, a set of nodes C ⊆ V such that C contains at least one node from every shortest path (under some fixed metric) consisting of k nodes. More concretely, they could, for example, construct a set C which was only 15% of the size of V for k = 16 and the US road network. As one application example they showed how to use such a small C to accelerate shortest path queries (for a fixed metric) via the overlay graph induced by C (and in combination with additional speed-up techniques like reach [9] ). We want to note, though, that the achievable query times have meanwhile been superseded by current speed-up techniques like Transit Nodes [3] , Contraction Hierarchies (CH) [8] or Hub Labels [2] which answer queries faster by several orders of magnitude. A fundamental restriction of all these techniques (including [12] ) is that they all rely on fixed edge weights for the preprocessing stage. If edge weights change (e.g. for a different user profile), the preprocessing has to be revised or even redone from scratch again, making all these approaches unsuitable for the use-case where every query comes with a different user profile.
In [6] a three phase approach was introduced to allow for customizable route planning (CRP). The first phase is a metric-independent graph preprocessing purely based on the topology of the graph. In the second phase some metric is considered and the graph is customized accordingly. In the third phase queries can be answered efficiently for the metric specified in the second phase. But as soon as the metric changes, phase two has to be redone. For the CRP framework, the metric customization takes several seconds (on a rather powerful multicore machine). While this is tolerable for simulating traffic dependent edge costs or when customizing for a specific single user, some seconds are too slow when every query demands its own metric (in fact running plain Dijkstra might then be faster). We will take care of such highly dynamic queries by also applying a metric-independent preprocessing at first, but then merge the second and third phase such that metric changes due to different input parameters can be dealt with on query time.
In [7] the authors adapt the CH preprocessing technique to the case where each edge e in the network has d associated costs c1(e), c2(e), . . . , c d (e). A query consists of source, destination and non-negative multipliers α1, α2, . . . , α d ; the data structure returns the shortest paths under edge costs c(e) = α1c1(e) + α2c2(e) + · · · + α d c d (e). Experimental results proved the technique to yield high speed-ups for d = 2 and 3. Still, the speed-up for d = 3 was already considerably lower than for d = 2, as with each additional metric the hierarchy of optimal paths (which is crucial for the approach) subsides. Moreover it was shown that considering metrics which are orthogonal to each other (like low travel time and preferring quiet roads at the same time) is disadvantageous. For a larger number (e.g. d > 4) of unsimilar costs this approach comes at its limits.
Our Results
The main contributions of our paper are the following:
• We generalize the work of [12] by considering all paths in the network instead of only shortest paths and devise efficient algorithms to compute small k-Path Covers. The resulting covers are even smaller than the covers reported in [12] but with the much stronger property of covering all k-paths instead of only shortest k-paths.
• As a by-product we devise an algorithm that constructs considerably smaller sets C with the same properties (covering shortest k-paths) as the ones derived in [12] ; for example, for the US road network and k = 16 we can find a set C which is only 5.8% the size of |V | (compared to 15% reported in [12] ).
• More on the theoretical side we show that the problem of covering all k-shortest-paths can be approximated within a logarithmic factor of the optimal solution by using -net theory and proving a new result on the VC-dimension of directed shortest path systems.
• As a concrete application for our k-Path Covers we devise the to our knowledge to-date fastest scheme to answer personalized route planning queries.
Outline
After providing formal definitions in Section 2, we review in Section 3 theoretical results on the complexity of the k-Path Cover problem, and the k-Shortest-Path Cover problem respectively. As k-Path Cover is NP-hard [4] and k-ShortestPath Cover turns out to be NP-hard as well, we investigate approximation algorithms based on low VC-dimension of the underlying set system. In Section 4 we develop practical algorithms to construct k-All-Path Covers and k-ShortestPath Covers as well as instance-based lower bounds. We conclude with an experimental section showing the practicability of our developed algorithms and in particular looking at the use case of personalized route planning.
FORMAL DEFINITIONS
To formalize our cover problems, we introduce the following notations: The input is a simple directed graph G(V, E). Therefore a path π in G can be uniquely represented as the list of its traversed vertices. Throughout this paper, when using the term 'path' we always refer to simple paths, that is, no vertex appears more than once. Our focus lies on determining a small subset of nodes such that all paths contained in G are subsampled sufficiently by those nodes. The density of the sampling can be chosen in an application-dependent manner via the input parameter k.
Definition 1 (Minimum k-(All-) Path Cover). Given a (di)graph G(V, E) and k ∈ N, select a minimum subset of vertices C ⊆ V such that for every simple path π = v1, · · · , v k in G we have C ∩ π = ∅. We will refer to this problem as k-APC.
Of course, a cover for all paths also yields a feasible cover if we are only interested in subsampling shortest paths under a specific metric. Nevertheless the problem of covering only shortest paths allows for specializations of the algorithms for the general case which lead to even more compact cover sets C. Hence we also define the cover problem for shortest paths.
Definition 2 (Minimum k-Shortest-Path Cover). Given a weighted (di)graph G(V, E, c) and k ∈ N, select a minimum subset of vertices C ⊆ V such that for every shortest (according to c) path π = v1, · · · , v k in G we have C ∩ π = ∅. We will refer to this problem in the following as k-SPC.
Note that in contrast to [12] our definition for k-SPC requires covering all shortest paths, which appears harder if several shortest paths between some pairs of nodes exist.
Our main application -the efficient computation of personalized shortest path queries -will take advantage of the fact, that a k-APC can also be seen as a k-SPC for all possible metrics. More concretely, we are given r edge cost functions c1, c2, · · · , cr : E → R + and each query specifiesapart from source and target nodes s, t ∈ V -which costs are important and to what extent (which can be realized by choosing weighting factors w1, w2, . . . , wr ∈ R + ). The goal is then to find the path π from s to t which minimizes the aggregated weighted costs e∈π r i=1 wi · ci(e). To allow for efficient answering of such queries, we will first compute a concise k-APC C ⊆ V in a preprocessing phase and then evaluate edge costs between nodes in C at query time according to the query weights.
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
In this section we give a brief overview of complexity results for k-APC and k-SPC. Then we derive a log |OP T |-approximation for k-SPC based on VC-dimension analysis.
NP-hardness and Approximation
In [11] , the MinimumGateVertexSet (MGS) problem was analyzed, which is closely related to k-SPC. Here, the authors proved NP-hardness for a generalized problem version, namely, in terms of our setting, a variant where only a prespecified subcollection of shortest paths of length k has to be hit. However, the complexity of hitting all shortest paths of length k remains unclear there, as hitting all paths is a special case of hitting a subcollection -and therefore might be easier to solve than the generalized version. A thorough theoretical analysis of k-APC was conducted in [4] . Via reduction from the VertexCover problem, the authors proved APX-hardness of k-APC (subsuming NP-hardness). In particular, they showed that for k > 2 an approximation better than 1.3606 in polynomial time demands P=NP. We remark that if the unique game conjecture holds, their results even imply APX-hardness for 2 − . Furthermore we would like to point out that the APX-hardness result carries over to k-SPC, because augmenting all edges with uniform costs in the reduction gadget used in [4] makes all paths of length k shortest paths. Hence, their proposed k-approximation based on converting the problem to an instance of HittingSet (as defined for the sake of notation in the following) is also valid for k-SPC.
Definition 3 (HittingSet)
. Given a set system (U, S) with U being a universe of elements and S a collection of subsets Si ⊆ U . Find a minimum set U * ⊆ U such that ∀Si ∈ S : Si ∩ U * = ∅, i.e. every set in S is hit by U * .
In fact, a primal-dual algorithm exists (the so called pricing method), which provides a k-approximation for HittingSet if all Si have a size ≤ k. In our setting, we interpret every (shortest) path of length k as set of its contained vertices to construct the HittingSet instance. So for k-APC and k-SPC every set has exactly k elements, immediately implying a valid k-approximation.
VC-Dimension of Directed Shortest Paths
To obtain an upper bound for the size of a k-SPC, the theory of -nets was applied in [12] . An -net for a set system (U, S) is a HittingSet for all elements in S which satisfy |Si| ≥ |U | for some ∈ (0, 1). As shown in [12] , an -net with = k /n is a k-SPC for the set system where U equals the set V of nodes in G and S the set of all shortest paths. Applying the -net theorem [10] we can find a k-SPC of size O(d( n /k) log( n /k)) with d being the VC-dimension of the set system [13] .
Definition 4 (VC-Dimension). The VC-dimension d of a set system (U, S) is defined as the size of the largest subset of U that can be shattered. Thereby, a subset U ⊆ U is called shattered if for any subset A ⊆ U there exists B ∈ S with U ∩ B = A.
So in the setting of S being a set of paths, the VC-dimension describes an exclusive upper bound on how often two paths can intersect in a non-contiguous manner. Obviously if shortest paths are ambiguous in G, the VC-dimension cannot be bounded. But as already shown in [11] , for every G there exists a system of unique shortest paths that can be investigated. The same effect can be achieved by symbolic perturbation of the edge weights. For undirected shortest paths, it was proven in [1] (in the context of analyzing shortest path speed-up techniques) and [12] that the VCdimension is at most 2. Hence we can find a k-SPC containing no more than O( n /k log( n /k)) elements. It was remarked in [12] that the result is valid for general graphs, also including directed graphs. This is not true, as the example in Figure 2 shows. There a directed path of three nodes indeed can be shattered disproving 2 as an upper bound. But as dealing with directed edges is naturally required when considering street graphs (asymmetric edge weights, oneway streets, roundabouts), the VC-dimension for this case is clearly of interest. We will prove in Theorem 1 that the VCdimension for unique directed shortest path systems (UD-SPS) is 3, and therefore we can also derive k-SPC solutions with at most O( n /k log( n /k)) vertices for directed graphs.
Theorem 1 (VC-Dimension of UDSPS).
A system of unique directed shortest paths has VC-dimension at most 3.
Proof. We prove that an arbitrary set of four nodes {v1, v2, v3, v4} cannot be shattered. If there exists no shortest path containing all the nodes v1, · · · , v4 this is trivially true. So from now on let π be a directed shortest path that contains all these nodes, w.l.o.g. in the order implied by their indices. Consider now the sets B1 = {v1, v4}, B2 = {v2, v4} and B3 = {v1, v2, v4} and assume they can be realized by paths q1, q2, q3 ∈ A. Because q1 does not contain v3 (and v2) and shortest paths are unique, it follows q1 = · · · , v4, · · · , v1, · · · . With the same argument B2 leads to q2 = · · · , v4, · · · , v2, · · · . For B3 observe, that for all ordered pairs of its elements besides (v2, v1) the shortest path is already known and none of them is consistent with q3. But a path from v2 to v1 over v4 must contain v3. Hence there exists no q3 and {v1, v2, v3, v4} cannot be shattered. Remark 1. As already explained in [1] , output sensitive upper bounds can be derived from VC-dimension analysis, e.g. the algorithm presented in [5] yields a solution of size O(d|OP T | log(d|OP T |)). Plugging in our value of d = 3 for UDSPS, we end up with an approximation factor of O(log |OP T |).
CONSTRUCTING K-PATH COVERS IN PRACTICE
In the following we will develop approaches for efficient cover set construction in practice. We will first discuss the general case of k-Path Covers but then also consider the special case of k-Shortest-Path Covers.
A naive approach that immediately comes to mind is to enumerate for each vertex v ∈ V all paths with k nodes that start in v and store them. Then any (heuristic) SetCover/HittingSet algorithm, e.g. the greedy approach, could be used to retrieve a feasible cover C. Unfortunately, this is not practical for large input graphs, as the exploration time as well as the space consumption for extracting and storing all k-node paths is prohibitive. Therefore we will devise a more sophisticated approach, which allows for a considerably more efficient computation of a feasible cover C.
The Pruning Algorithm
We follow a pruning approach with the following highlevel idea: Starting with all the nodes in the cover, i.e. C = V , we consider the nodes one by one, always deciding for a node v whether it is necessary to keep it in C to maintain the covering property. To decide whether a node v can be pruned from C, we essentially have to make sure that there exists no k-node path over v which does not contain any other node from the current cover C. So we basically have to explore all outgoing and ingoing paths of v until reaching other nodes from C. If the combination of such an outgoing and ingoing path yields a concatenated path of length k, we have to keep v in C.
A high-level view on this procedure is given in Algorithm 1. To decide whether a node v can be pruned, the procedure Algorithm 1 Procedure to decide whether node v is necessary for k-APC-cover.
nodeNecessary(v,k) construct the set Po of all outgoing paths from v not containing any node in C − {v} if ∃π ∈ Po with |π| = k then return true end if for all π ∈ Po do search for the longest incoming path into v not containing nodes in (C ∪ π) − {v} if such path of length k − |π| + 1 exists then return true end if end for return false is called with nodeNecessary(v,k). It returns true if a k-node path exists which is only covered by v (that is, v cannot be pruned) or false if no such path exists (that is, v can be pruned). The procedure uses two subroutines enumerating all incoming and outgoing paths not containing a specific set of nodes -these subroutines can be easily implemented very similar to depth first search (but with potentially exponential running time in k). While these subroutines are naturally implemented in a recursive fashion (like depth first search), our implementation is stack-based which is much faster in practice due to the avoidance of the overhead of stack frame (de)allocation during the recursive calls. Also observe that both the construction of the set Po as well as the search for an incoming path will only explore paths of length at most k since by assumption C was a valid cover before consideration of node v. And in particular at the very beginning, when C is almost the whole vertex set, these two steps abort almost immediately. This is one reason for the pruning approach to be much faster than the naive algorithm in practice.
Theorem 2. The pruning algorithm produces a feasible and minimal k-Path Cover C.
Proof. The pruning algorithm only discards a node v from C if all paths of k nodes containing v are covered by C − {v}. Therefore throughout the algorithm we always maintain a feasible k-APC C. So especially after termination the resulting set C has to cover all k-paths. For minimality, consider the moment when v is regarded but not pruned from C. In this case there was a path π which contains v as the only node from the current C. Hence any node present in the final cover C has a witness path π which certifies its necessity for the cover. Therefore no node can be removed from the final C without invalidating the solution. Hence C has to be minimal in a set theoretic sense.
Of course, minimality of C does not imply that it is also minimum, i.e. of minimal cardinality amongst all possible covers.
Observe that the order in which nodes are considered during the course of the algorithm highly influences the solution quality (while not for feasibility or minimality). Intuitively, nodes with a low degree might not cover as many paths as nodes embedded in dense clusters. We will provide an experimental study measuring the influence of different node order schemes for pruning towards the end of the paper.
Lower Bounds
Unfortunately, there are no meaningful theoretical lower bounds we can compare our result to for quality analysis (as e.g. in a star graph a single node yields a valid cover, but the solution size might be arbitrarily large). Nevertheless for a given problem instance, we can derive valid lower bounds for practical purposes by greedily choosing disjoint k-node paths. Obviously a set of pairwise non-intersecting k-node paths requires an extra node in C for each element in this set, so the size of any such set yields a valid lower bound for the size of C. In Figure 3 a small illustration for the lower bounding technique is provided. Figure 3: The set of circled nodes shows a feasible 2-APC. The highlighted paths are disjoint and therefore prove a lower bound of 3 on the size of a feasible cover for this instance.
Nested k-Path Covers
Reconsider our application of transmitting and visualizing hiking routes. Depending on the zoom-level in which we want to render the hiking map, we might require different values of k. So in fact we like to have a sequence of covers C1, · · · , Cr for k1 < k2 < · · · < kr to allow for r zoomlevels. Note that in this visualization context it is crucial to demand Ci ⊇ Ci+1, because otherwise the refinement of a path when zooming-in might lead to a completely different path representation, which would make it hard for a user to recognize substructures and orient himself. To extract such a sequence of nested k-Path Covers, we first compute the cover C1 for k1 conventionally with our pruning algorithm. When, for k2 we do not initialize the pruning algorithm with C2 = V but C2 = C1 instead. Therefore we make sure that the resulting cover C2 (after pruning superfluous nodes) is a subset of C1. Correctness follows from the fact that obviously a valid cover C for some value k is always also a feasible cover for all values k > k. Proceeding like this up to kr -always taking the last computed cover as initialization for the next pruning round -we retrieve the desired sequence of nested covers.
Overlay-Graph Construction
For several application scenarios we not only require the cover set C but also the overlay graph induced by this set. That means, for any two nodes v, w ∈ C for whom there exists a path in G from v to w containing no other nodes from C, we create an edge (v, w) in the overlay graph. We denote the resulting structure by GO(C, EO). To construct GO, we proceed as follows: We run breadth first search on G (BFS) from every node v ∈ C. Every time a node w which is in C − {v} is extracted from the queue, we add the respective edge (v, w) to EO but do not relax outgoing edges of w. So we never explore paths that are already hit by C. Therefore our algorithm terminates as soon as all paths end with nodes in C (which due to the characteristic of C being a k-APC happens after at most all nodes which are k − 1 nodes away were visited; but possibly much earlier).
Special Case: k-Shortest-Path Cover
The problem of covering all k-node shortest paths for a specific metric was first tackled in [12] . The authors proposed a greedy augmentation algorithm which they call Adaptive Sampling. The idea is to start with an empty cover C = ∅, and then consider the nodes in V one-by-one, adding a node v to C iff at the moment of consideration there exists a so far uncovered k-node shortest path starting in v. Unfortunately, this approach does not guarantee minimality (in a set theoretic sense) of the resulting cover since a node v added to C at some point of the algorithm might become redundant later on due to nodes subsequently added to C.
We reimplemented their approach for evaluation but made some small modifications which keep us from inserting superfluous nodes. Even using this improved version of Adaptive Sampling, we observed that metric-independent k-Path Covers constructed with our pruning algorithm were smaller in size than the k-SPC by Adaptive Sampling on the same graph (even though in the k-SPC setting much fewer paths have to be hit).
To improve further, we adapted the pruning algorithm to the k-SPC setting. Like for the general case we start with C = V and try to prune nodes ensuring that their removal does not lead to any uncovered k-node shortest path.
To decide if there exists an uncovered k-node shortest path containing v, we proceed as follows:
1. temporarily remove v from C 2. grow a shortest path tree TF (v) by running Dijkstra's algorithm until all unsettled but labeled nodes contain a node from C on their current path from v 3. in the reversed graph 2 G −1 grow a shortest path tree TR(v) from v until all unsettled but labeled nodes contain a node from C on their current path from v 4. if TF (v) contains a kF -node path not containing any node from C and TR(v) a kR-node path not containing any node from C and kF + kR − 1 > k, add v back to C otherwise prune it. 2 G −1 has the same vertex set as G but all edges reversed.
We call this algorithm Quick Pruning because it runs very fast in practice. But in contrast to our general pruning algorithm for k-APC, we cannot guarantee minimality with this approach (the same holds for Adaptive Sampling). The reason for possibly keeping some unnecessary nodes in C is that the concatenation of two shortest paths (one from TR, one from TF ) not necessarily needs to be a shortest path itself. So the k-node path we take as a witness for the necessity of v might not be a shortest path and therefore does not have to be covered by our C. In fact, we can fix this by running a slightly modified pruning algorithm. For every node in the backward search tree TR, we run a forward search and check if there are uncovered k-node shortest paths over v. More formally it can be described like this:
1. temporarily remove v from C 2. in the reversed graph G −1 grow a shortest path tree TR(v) from v until all unsettled but labeled nodes contain a node from C on their current path from v 3. for every node w in TR(v) grow a shortest path tree TF (w) in G until all unsettled but labeled nodes contain a node from C on their current path from w 4. if there is a k-node path over v in TF (w) not containing a node from C, v has to be added back into C, otherwise it can be pruned While this pruning approach again guarantees set minimality of the output cover, it triggers a lot more Dijkstra computations. Therefore we expect the quality to be superior to Quick Pruning but the runtime to be worse. So it depends on the application context which approach to use. According to our definition of k−SP C we aim at covering all shortest paths, not only one shortest path for each pair s, t of vertices. We now provide the details which we left out in the above description for sake of a clearer presentation. The basic idea is to temporarily make shortest paths already covered by the current C infinitesimally more expensive such that uncovered shortest paths are always exhibited. To that end consider slightly modified edge costs c : E → R where for an edge e = (v, w) with v ∈ C or w ∈ C we define c (e) = c(e) + for some arbitrarily small > 0, otherwise c (e) = c(e). Growing a shortest path tree from s under this edge cost function c until all nodes have a node from C on their shortest path from s ensures that if there exists a shortest path from s to v not containing any node from C, its nodes will be part of the shortest path tree grown from s. Now consider the directed acyclic graph D induced by the nodes of the shortest path tree and all edges e = (v, w) with d(v) + c(e) = d(w) (here d(.) denotes the shortest path distance from s). Every path in D from s to some node v corresponds to a shortest path from s to v not containing any nodes from C and vice versa. The maximum-hop path amongst these can easily be determined for all nodes in D in O(|D|) time. We want to emphasize, though, that this is only necessary if we really insist on hitting all shortest paths. It is very easy to enforce uniqueness of shortest paths by techniques like symbolic perturbation. In practice, the ambiguity of shortest paths hardly affects the size of the covers in road networks.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

Environment and Data Sets
Our C++ implementations were compiled using gcc 4.6.3 and benchmarked on a 3.2GHz intel i5-3470 with 16GB RAM. As benchmark data we used road networks extracted from the OpenStreetMap (OSM) project as well as the standard DIMACS road network graphs 3 , which were also used in [12] . Edge costs (in the single metric case) were set to travel times. Most experiments were conducted on the largest graphs GER and USA, see Table 4 .5 for an overview of the characteristics of the used graphs. The values of davg, dmax and t dij denote the average degree, the maximum degree and the time a random one to all run of Dijkstra's algorithm takes on average, respectively.
Constructing k-APC
Let us start with the pruning approach for constructing sets C covering all paths consisting of k nodes: In Table 2 we first examine how different node orders affect the quality and the running time of the cover construction. We considered the two largest networks GER and USA; fixing k = 16 we evaluated node orders both decreasing (-dec) as well as increasing (-inc) according to their node ID (id-) as given by the original graph file, number of incoming plus outgoing edges (oi-), the order in which the recursive calls of a depthfirst-search visit the nodes (dfs-), the order in which the recursive calls of a depth-first-search are completed on the nodes (comp-), and finally simply random order (rand). Intuitively it makes sense to prune away low-degree nodes first, and indeed pruning in increasing degree order (oi-inc) leads to much smaller cover sizes compared to oi-dec. dfs-dec and comp-inc tend to prune out nodes in dead-ends first which seems favorable to dfs-inc and comp-dec. For the lower bounds the differences are not very pronounced, so throughout the following benchmarks we use the comp-inc order for both cover construction as well as lower bounds. Note that our instance-based lower bounds prove that our constructed covers are pretty close to optimal (at most a factor 1.7 larger for GER, a bit worse with a factor of 3.2 for USA) -in fact, they could be even closer to the optimum since the lower bound is probably not really tight. The construction times for the lower bounds are almost negligible.
In Table 3 we examine the cover construction for varying values of k. As to be expected, for growing k the cover construction time increases rapidly, nevertheless it is somewhat astonishing that it is feasible to construct covers for k values as large as k = 32. Also note that while the lower bounds of the GER and USA graphs are very similar, the cover sizes (and the respective construction times) are considerably worse for the USA graph -one reason might be the presence of many grid-like substructures in the USA road network. Nevertheless the approximation ratio guaranteed by our instance-based lower bounds never exceeded 2.2 (for GER) and 5.0 (for USA); the actual optimum might also Table 3 : k-APC: Approximation ratios (apx) and construction times for comp-inc order and varying values of k. 'perc' describes the fraction of nodes in V that are contained in the cover C.
be much closer to our constructed covers than to our rather naive lower bound.
Special case: Constructing k-SPC
For comparison with the results in [12] we implemented a variant of their Adaptive Sampling approach and our two pruning strategies for the k-SPC case. The respective results can be found in Table 4 . The outcomes of our implementation of the Adaptive Sampling approach are pretty close to their reported performances (maybe even slightly better in terms of quality of the solution): for the USA instance and k = 16 our implementation of Adaptive Sampling constructed a cover of size 3,295,812 which is about 14% of the total number of nodes in the graph ( [12] reported around 15% for this very instance). Our pruning approach on the other hand produced for the same instance and k-value a cover of size only 5.8% of the total number of nodes. For all choices of k the pruning approach consistently outperformed Adaptive Sampling by a considerable margin in terms of quality. Running times are slightly above the ones for Adaptive Sampling yet our Quick Pruning variant (which does not guarantee minimality) was always much faster than adaptive sampling but still better in terms of quality of the solution.
In general -for a given time budget -k-SPC can be computed for larger values of k, in comparison to k-APC; which does not come as a real surprise since at some point considering all possible paths of some length starts exhibiting exponential blow-up.
It is worth emphasizing that e.g. for k = 16 our pruningbased k-APC covers which guarantee covering all k-paths have smaller cardinality than the Adaptive Sampling based k-SPC covers (like [12] ) which only cover shortest k-paths in spite of the much stronger coverage property (in the USA instance: 2,351,124 vs. 3,295,812 nodes) . In addition, we analyzed the hop distances between neighboring nodes for Adaptive Sampling (AS) and Pruning, exemplary for USA with k = 16. Here two nodes in C are called neighbors if the shortest path between them in G contains no other nodes from C. Obviously large hop distances between neighbors is a quality indicator for C. The average hop distance between two cover nodes for AS is 6.45, for Pruning 8.04. Even more significant is the distribution of hop distances among all neighbors as depicted in Figure 4 . For AS we observe that a large number of neighboring nodes are only a few hops apart. Indeed, the maximum is at 1 and the curve decreases almost monotonously with growing hop distance. This is a direct consequence of the redundancy of nodes in an AS cover. However, for pruning, the curve looks quite different: The peak is at 8 and -as there is also the median -a significant number of neighbor pairs have a larger hop distance.
Considering the representation of paths subsampled according to C, we can compare the number of edges of this simplified path to the number of original edges in G to measure the compression. The resulting numbers can be found for varying values of k in Table 5 . A natural lower bound for the number of edges on such a path is the number of original edges divided by k (otherwise the underlying cover would not be a valid k-SPC). If we compare AS and Pruning, we see that Pruning results in edge values much closer to the lower bound than AS, and especially for small k Pruning is near-optimal.
Application: Personalized Route Planning
Let us now instrument k-All Path Covers to speed-up fully personalized route planning queries. As input we are given a road network G(V, E) and a set of cost functions c1, c2, . . . cr with ci : E → R + 0 . A query consists of source node s, destination node t and weights w1, w2, . . . , wr with wi ∈ R + 0 and expects as a result a path π minimizing the weighted cost e∈π r i=1 wi · ci(e). The straightforward baseline strategy to answer such a query is to run Dijkstra's algorithm and each time an edge is considered in the course of the algorithm, compute its respective weighted cost according to the wi values provided with the query.
Apart from [7] , which is only practicable for a small number of metrics (r ≤ 3), we are not aware of any speed-up scheme for such type of queries. The customizable route planning approach in [6] allows for updates of the underlying graph metric, but an update takes several seconds on a multicore server, and hence is only worth if several queries with exactly the same weights are to be answered. Our approach allows for the specification of different weights wi with every single query and works as follows:
• Preprocessing:
-compute a k-APC C -construct the overlay multigraph GO(C, EO) wrt G(V, E), where there is an edge (v, w) ∈ EO for every path π in G between nodes v, w ∈ C which does not contain other nodes of C. The r cost values of an edge e ∈ EO arise from componentwise addition of the cost values of the edges of the respective path.
• Query:
-start a Dijkstra (using edge cost functions c1, . . . , cr and weights w1, . . . , wr according to the query) in G(V, E) from s ∈ V stopping as soon as all nodes in the priority queue have shortest paths from s containing at least one node from C. If this search has already settled t, we are done. Otherwise we obtain a set of access nodes A(s) ⊂ C as well as their shortest path distances d(s, as) for all as ∈ A(s). We know that the shortest path from s to t has to pass through one of the nodes in A(s).
-do the same from the target t but on the reverse graph G −1 ; this yields a set of access nodes A(t) ⊂ C as well as shortest path distances d(at, t) for all at ∈ A(t). The shortest path from s to t has to pass through one of the nodes from A(t).
-In the overlay multigraph GO(C, EO) fill the priority queue with the nodes as ∈ A(s) (initialized with the respective distances d(s, as) and let Dijkstra run until all nodes in A(t) have been settled. At this point we have found shortest path distances d(s, at) from s to all nodes at ∈ A(t).
The desired shortest path distance (and the path itself) is determined by the access node at ∈ A(t) minimizing d(s, at) + d(at, t).
The efficiency of our approach is based on the fact that the search in the overlay multigraph GO(C, EO) turns out to be much faster than on the original graph G(V, E) and the initial searches for A(s) and A(t) take negligible time. Let us first experimentally examine the cost and structure of the overlay multigraph GO(C, EO).
Personalized Route Planning: Preprocessing
In Table 6 we see the characteristics of the overlay multigraphs constructed for our benchmark graphs for different values of k. It is not surprising that the number of edges in the overlay multigraph is much higher than in a respective shortest-path overlay multigraph (where there is at most one edge between any pair of nodes) since every path between two nodes in the cover needs to be represented by a respective edge. While the number of nodes in the cover decreases rapidly with growing value of k, the number of edges in the overlay multigraph first remains almost constant but then increases quickly, surpassing the number of edges of the original graph for large values of k. Since this preprocessing only has to be performed if the combinatorial structure of the road network changes (addition/deletion of nodes or edges), the respective running time is not that important. Nevertheless we see that even large graphs like GER can easily be preprocessed within a few minutes. Table 7 : Personalized Route Planning Queries on GER: 8 metrics, random source-target pairs, random weights w1, . . . , w8. Averages for 100 random queries: Dijkstra baseline, search for access nodes, search in overlay multigraph, total search time, speed-up vs. Dijkstra.
Query Processing
We considered the following 8 metrics for personalized route planning: Metric Explanation travel time based on road categories eucl. dist simple euclidean distance height difference absolute value of height difference energy energy consumption edge-type OSM-edge type as a number speed maxspeed based on OSM tags rand a random value unit 1 for each edge For query evaluation we generated 100 random source-target queries with random weights w1, w2, . . . , w8 comparing the performance of our speed-up scheme for different values of k with a standard Dijkstra run. Apart from the measured query times, we will also look more closely at the time spent in the search for the access nodes A(s) and A(t) as well as the search in the overlay graph. See Table 7 for the results.
We first observe that the searches for the access node sets A(s) and A(t) in the original graph only take negligible time, the search in the overlay multigraph clearly dominates the overall query time. The achieved speed-up first quickly grows with increasing k but improves only slightly above k = 20. One should bear in mind, though, that the overlay multigraph gets very dense for large k (see Table  6 ), so in terms of memory efficiency it is not reasonable to choose k larger than 30 on our benchmark data. While we do not present respective measurements here, we want to note that different choices of the weight values w1, . . . , w8 hardly made any difference in the running times, neither did different metrics (in contrast to [7] where depending on the choice of the metrics, the speed-up was greatly reduced). In any case, for moderate values of k like k = 24 our scheme accelerates personalized route planning queries by one order of magnitude without incurring too much of a space overhead (for k = 24, the overlay multigraph is less than half the size of the original road network, queries are answered more than 13 times faster).
Very interesting in this context is how the running times and the speed-ups behave when adding more metrics. There are quite a few possible use cases for a large number of metrics. For example, one might induce a fine-grained partition of the roads of the network and then perform queries where certain classes of roads are disabled. This can be achieved by creating a metric for each road class which bears cost ∞ for the edges of the respective road class, 0 for the others. In a query one can then disable a certain road class by choosing a multiplier of 1 for the respective metric. Another interesting scenario exists, which makes sense for rather short, e.g. commuter route planning queries. Here one can simulate time-dependent edge costs (longer travel times during rush hour) by associating different travel times on the edges for each hour of the day as a separate metric each. Again by choosing appropriate multipliers one can perform the query on the respective road network at that time of the day. (Of course this only makes sense for rather short queries since we cannot express dynamic changes of edge costs over time in one route). In Table 8 we measured the behavior for a growing number of metrics for the smaller BW graph.
It turns out that even for quite a large number of metrics, the speed-up compared to plain Dijkstra still is considerable and almost one order of magnitude. The absolute query # of Dijkstra total search speed-up metrics (ms) Table 8 : Search times when increasing the number of metrics (random weights). BW graph, k = 20. Average of 100 random queries, speed-up compared to plain Dijkstra.
time, of course, increases with growing number of metrics due to the more expensive evaluation of edge costs, but that is true for both the Dijkstra baseline as well as our approach.
CONCLUSION
We introduced the k-All-Path Cover optimization problem with the goal of computing compact yet faithful synopses of the vertex set of road networks. Our proposed pruning algorithm provides close to optimal results in practice and was experimentally proven to be very efficient on large graphs. For the special subcase of covering all k-node shortest paths as proposed by Tao et al. [12] , we considerably improved their results in terms of running time and solution quality. But even for covering all paths consisting of k nodes, we could construct surprisingly small cover sets in reasonable time for moderate values of k.
On that basis, we developed a completely new framework for answering personalized route queries, where the user provides not only source and target but also weights for a given set of metrics. Our solution is based on a metricindependent overlay multigraph constructed upon our cover set in a preprocessing phase. While other route planners require a relatively expensive customization phase to adapt to personalized metrics, our approach allows to incorporate them in the overlay graph on the fly. This leads to a speed-up of an order of magnitude compared to Dijkstra's algorithm. While this already allows for real-time query answering, a natural direction for future research is to aim for query times in the order of milliseconds as achievable for fixed metric shortest path queries. We want to emphasize that our speed-up techniqe is somewhat orthogonal to speed-up techniques like A * and may be very well combined with them. This might be a good starting point to achieve query times in the milliseconds range even for personalized route queries.
